UPDATES

SOME ARTICLES YOU MAY HAVE MISSED:
PLEASE CLICK ON THE LINKS (TEXT IN BLUE) TO VIEW.

Climate Change 2023: Video from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

Urgent climate action can secure a livable future for all. There are multiple, feasible and effective options to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and adapt to human-caused climate change, and they are available now, said scientists in the latest Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report released on March 2023.

JPIC E-nfographic - Our JPIC Plate

"Global hunger isn't about a lack of food. Right now, the world produces enough food to nourish every child, woman and man on the planet. But nearly a third of all food produced each year is squandered or lost before it can be consumed." We share the 7th JPIC E-nfographic on how our food choices can have an impact on the environment, and to others as well.

Eco-delegates: “Ambassadors of Light” - L’Ecole la Croix Blanche, France

Our Eco-school project allows us to work differently on the National Education program on Sustainable and Environmental Development. This will now impact the way we: teach, eat, build, move, consume water/energy and use our space.

Laudato Si Week 2023 - Hope for the Earth. Hope for Humanity

This global celebration will unite Catholics to rejoice in the progress we have made in bringing Laudato Si’ to life, and show how the protagonists of “The Letter” are already doing so.

HAPPY FEAST OF SAINT MADELEINE SOPHIE BARAT!

PENTECOST

This Feast of Pentecost, we invite you to pray with this reflection and images from the photo exhibition, "Women's Cry", promoted by the Holy See’s Dicastery for Communication together with the World Union of Catholic Women’s Organizations (WUCWO) and the Handshake agency.

Click here to view the Prayer Guide.
Click here to watch Video Prayer Guide

WINNERS - JPIC DESIGN CONTEST 2023

On behalf of the JPIC International Team, The JPIC Learning Hub is excited to share the winning designs for the JPIC Imperatives Design Contest 2023:

Click here to view the post.

WASHING ONE ANOTHER'S FEET

Zofia Pyzik
Poland

TRANSFORMING AND BEING TRANSFORMED

Haruka Matsumoto
Japan

CARING FOR OUR COMMON HOME

Olivia Kalicka
England

WELCOMING PEOPLE ON THE MOVE

Ainhoa Caravaca Amador
Spain

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS AND PARTICIPANTS!